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There are few words in the English language that 
are both as ubiquitous and contentious as 
Diversity



A wide array of disciplines and organizations call for increased 
diversity...







The US is becoming increasingly diverse with each passing year



Despite the Nation-wide emphasis on diversity, there is little political and governmental 
agreement on diversity issues and policy...

Problem: Despite obvious importance of diversity, policy and proactive change is stifled



Why this huge divide? One possibility...

• Increase in political and affective 
polarization: Liberals and 
Conservatives are increasingly 
divided on political issues, and 
increasingly dislike each other

• Morally convicted about 
attitudes

• Social media networks
• Thus leading to: Inherently 

different attitudes towards 
diversity



Another possibility...

• What if Democrats and Republicans have different understandings of the 
meaning of diversity?

• Different understandings may lead to different attitudes and behaviors
• If people have different understandings and attitudes towards diversity, 

then it is possible diversity is not a unidimensional concept, but 
multidimensional...

• Diversity is not a single thing, but is composed of many subcomponents



Why differences in understanding?
• Liberals and conservatives possess different Prototypes

of diversity
• Prototypes: object or concept that represents the most 

ideal object for a category
• knowledge, culture, and life experiences determine how 

prototypes are formed
• Conservatives and Liberals exposed to different cultural, 

news, and social media worlds
• And therefore possess different understandings...



Thus, we 
tested the 
possibility 
that...

1. Diversity is not a unidimensional 
concept—it is multidimensional

2. People have different attitudes 
towards different types of diversity...

3.  These different attitudes may, in 
part, be rooted in different 
understandings of diversity



Study 1

The Dimensionality of diversity: 
What is the structure of diversity 
attitudes? Do people differentiate 
between different types of 
diversity? 

Ideological differences in these 
attitudes?



Study 1 Methods

• N = 1,001, yourmorals.org
• Political orientation, 7 pts, very 

liberal – very conservative 

P’s rated how much diversity they wanted in their 
neighborhood on a set of community features



Study 1 Methods

• 23 different community features, including:



Study 1 
Hypotheses:

Diversity attitudes will be 
multidimensional

Liberals would report more 
favorable attitudes towards 
diversity than conservatives
• Factor analysis



Study 1 Results
• Are diversity attitudes multidimensional?

• Two factors emerged:
• Demographic diversity
• Viewpoint diversity



Ideological differences in demographic and 
viewpoint diversity?

r = .19***

r = -.22***



Study 1: Diversity is 
multidimensional, Liberals more 
tolerant of demographic 
diversity, conservatives more 
tolerant of viewpoint diversity

Study 2: Replicate Study 1, and 
also compare peoples’ attitudes 
towards the general concept of 
diversity with attitudes towards 
these two subtypes



Study 2: Methodology

• Political orientation, very liberal – very 
conservative 

• N = 1,112 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers

P’s rated attitudes towards the community features, and attitude 
toward general concept



Study 2 
Hypotheses

• Diversity will be composed of at least two 
dimensions, viewpoint and demographic

• Conservatives will be more tolerant of 
viewpoint diversity, and liberals will be more 
tolerant of demographic diversity

• Liberals will be more likely to support 
general diversity than conservatives

• Attitudes towards general diversity will not 
predict attitudes towards the specific 
diversity types



Study 2: Results

• 2 dimensions!
• Broad diversity?

r = -.20*** r = .11**b = -.18***



Ideological differences in relationship between 
broad diversity and specific diversity

b =.32***

b = .29***

b = .41***

b = -.05



Study 2 Recap: Diversity attitudes are not one thing, 
and there are ideological differences in attitudes 
towards general diversity and specific types of diversity

Study 3: Could these differences in attitudes stem, in 
part, from differences in understanding?



Study 3 
Hypotheses

• Understandings of diversity will be 
multidimensional, will be composed of at 
least demographic and viewpoint subtypes

• Conservatives will rate viewpoint features as 
more relevant to diversity than liberals

• Liberals will rate demographic features as 
more relevant to diversity than 
conservatives



Study 3: Methodology

• 23 Community features

• Political orientation
• Confirmatory factor analysis + Exploratory factor analysis

• N = 386 

P’s rated the extent each feature was 
relevant to their understanding of diversity



Results
• Three factors!



What subtype do people overall perceive as most 
relevant to diversity?

M = 6.46, SD = 1.13 M = 4.71, SD = 1.43 M = 4.67, SD = 1.91



What do conservatives and liberals associate with 
diversity?

r = .12* r = -.11* r = .14**





Study 3 Conclusions

Diversity is multidimensional! Demographic, 
viewpoint, and consumer subtypes

People perceive demographic as most central, 
followed by viewpoint and consumer subtypes

Ideological differences: Conservatives perceive 
viewpoint and consumer types to be more relevant 
to diversity compared to liberals

Liberals perceive demographic types to be more 
relevant to diversity than conservatives



Overall Conclusions
1. Diversity is multidimensional, at least 3 components: Demographic, 

Viewpoint, Consumer
2. Ideological differences in attitudes towards diversity subtypes

1. Viewpoint diversity  Conservatives
2. Demographic diversity  Liberals

3. Ideological differences in understanding of diversity
1. Viewpoint diversity  Conservatives
2. Demographic diversity  Liberals
3. Consumer diversity  Conservatives



Implications?

We are speaking two different 
languages! Policy implications 

Dimensionality: Diversity 
interventions

Methodological implications



• Liberals and conservatives 
possess overlap...how can we 
grow more?

• Why do liberals and 
conservatives have these 
different understandings?

• Geographic locations?

• Different perceptions: Is this 
true for other words and 
concepts?

Future Directions



Thank you so much!
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